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We demonstrate experimentally that spatial solitons in AlGaAs waveguides are resilient against
spatially anisotropic perturbations in their phase caused by introducing a wedge in the soliton
propagation path. In agreement with numerical simulations, the solitons maintained their initial
beam shape and width, independent of the fraction of the soliton beam intercepted by the wedge.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics. @S0003-6951~97!04211-3#
One dimensional ~1D! spatial solitons, stable solutions
of the nonlinear Schrodinger equation ~NLS!, have now been
observed in a multimode liquid waveguide made from CS2, a
single-mode planar glass waveguide, and an AlGaAs planar
waveguide operating at half the band gap.1–3 One of the
attractive features of solitons in general is their ‘‘robustness’’
which has been discussed for temporal solitons in optical
fibers by Menyuk.4 That is, a true soliton should retain its
solitonic properties when its amplitude or phase is perturbed
during propagation. This concept has been demonstrated in
fibers for perturbations such as loss, amplification, and frequency filtering.4–6 One would expect robustness for spatial
solitons against similar perturbations. A key question for
soliton-based optical interconnects is how a spatially anisotropic phase chirp across the wavefront of soliton beam
would affect its propagation. This would occur, for example,
when different parts of a soliton propagate through an anisotropic index perturbation, for example the corner of a prism.
Such an electro-optically induced prism can be used to electrically control the deflection of spatial solitons, potentially
for application to dynamically reconfigurable interconnects.7
In this letter, we report an experimental study of the effect of
such perturbations on soliton propagation in an AlGaAs planar waveguide. Specifically, we compare the following
cases: only a fraction of the soliton beam experiences a phase
change, the whole soliton beam experiences a uniform phase
change, and a nonsolitonic beam experiences a partial phase
change during the propagation.
The waveguide structure consisted of a high-index, guiding region of 1-mm-thick Al0.18Ga0.82As. The upper and
lower cladding regions were made of 1.5-mm-thick
Al0.30Ga0.70As and 4-mm-thick Al0.40GA0.60As, respectively.
To test the soliton robustness as discussed above, a triangular
wedge was fabricated by standard optical lithography and
reactive ion etching of the upper cladding layer down to
approximately 0.4 mm outside the wedge, see Fig. 1. The
short dimensions of the wedge were 50 by 50 mm, the apex
angle was 45°, and inside the wedge there was an increase in
the effective refractive index of approximately 0.022. This is
sufficiently small to produce negligible guided wave refleca!
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tions at the interfaces, but large enough to give a maximum
phase chirp of approximately 1.4p across the soliton wavefront. Different amounts of nonuniform phase chirp are introduced by varying the overlap between the solitons and the
linear wedge. The total propagation length of the sample was
approximately 16.5 mm, and the wedge was formed 4.5 mm
from the input facet to insure that the input soliton would
shed its nonsoliton components before it is perturbed by the
wedge. Because of the relatively thin upper cladding layer
and its etching-induced roughness, the linear loss
(0.23 cm21) of the waveguide was approximately 30%
higher than prior to the etching process.8
The experiment was performed with an additively pulse
mode-locked NaCl:OH color-center laser operating at a
wavelength of 1550 nm with 700 fs pulses at 76 Mhz. The
laser output was elliptically shaped by a cylindrical telescope, end fire coupled into the waveguide by a 203 microscope objective, and collected by a 103 microscope objective at the output. Approximately 1665 mm ~1/e 2 radius!
Gaussian beams were always launched normal to the input
facet. The amount of overlap between the soliton beam and
the wedge was varied by laterally translating the sample relative to the input beam, see Fig. 1. At the output, the infrared
camera was used to record the spatial profiles and the positions of the beams.
At low input powers, the input beam was diffracted by
approximately ten times its input width to 160630 mm after
propagation through an unwedged region of the sample,
shown in case IV of Fig. 2. When the beam with an input
power of ;700 W was launched, a soliton with the same
spatial width as the input beam emerged at the output. This
power level is higher than the calculated cw soliton power
P s of ;350 W. However, this is consistent with previous
soliton experiments in which power levels of ;1.5 P s were
required when pulses are used and the increased linear losses
in the waveguide.8
The three experimental beam geometries are shown in
Fig. 1~a!: case I when the soliton is not affected by the
wedge; case II when half of the soliton is affected by the
wedge, and case III when it is fully deflected by the wedge.
Corresponding results are shown numerically and experimentally in Figs. 1~b! and 2. When a low power ~nonsoliton!
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FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic of the launching conditions relative to the wedge. ~b!
Numerical simulations showing the propagation of solitons for the launching
conditions shown in ~a!. ~c! Numerical simulations showing the propagation
of the nonsoliton beam for the case II.

beam was incident onto the wedge so that half of the beam
experienced the chirp due to the wedge and the other half did
not, the beam suffered breakup. This is shown numerically
and experimentally in Fig. 1~c! and case V of Fig. 2, respectively, by the two main lobes produced on either side of the
wedge along with the fringe pattern due to the edge diffraction. The part affected by the wedge was steered according to
Snell’s Law, the other half propagated in the original direction unaffected by the wedge, and some scattering occurred
at the sharp edge. However, for a soliton, the spatially anisotropic phase chirp redistributed itself across the soliton profile so that the soliton maintained its intensity distribution
and the whole soliton propagated in a single direction which
is intermediate between the original direction and the steered
direction for the plane wave case shown in case II of Figs.
1~b! and 2. The shape and the width of the perturbed soliton
is within the experimental error identical to the unperturbed
1364
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case shown in case I. However, notice from Figs. 1~b! and 2
that the output beam in case III is '20% wider than the
others. This occurs because this soliton experiences a larger
perturbation by traveling parallel to, and partially overlapping with the abrupt end of the wedge.
The numerical simulations shown in Fig. 1~b! were
in good agreement with experiment, even showing the increase in beam width for case III. They were performed by
solving the nonlinear Schrodinger equation ~NLS! that describes the paraxial propagation of an optical field in a Kerr
medium using a standard fast-Fourier-transform beam propagation method; the nonlinear refractive-index coefficient
n 2 51.5310213 cm2/W was used.9
A useful prediction of the simulations is that the soliton
beam deflection angle is proportional to the fraction of total
beam power overlapped with the wedge. This result is expected since larger average phase chirps ~increases with increasing beam overlap! lead to larger steering of the beam.
Further experiments were performed at spatial overlaps with
the wedge of approximately 30% and 70%, and as discussed
previously for the 50% overlap case, the soliton beam maintained its initial beam shape at the output. The results in Fig.
3 show the net lateral shift as a function of spatial overlap.
The spatial overlap is defined as the fraction of the beam’s
diameter overlapped with the wedge. The measured amount
of deflection increases with increasing overlap and is in good
agreement with the numerical prediction shown by the dotted
line.
In conclusion, we have investigated the propagation of
spatial solitons through a linear wedge which introduced a
spatially anisotropic linear phase chirp across the soliton
beam in an AlGaAs planar waveguide. The results show that
solitons are resilient against such perturbations, maintaining
their shape and deflecting through an angle determined by
the space-averaged phase chirp introduced across the wavefront. This indicates that electro-optically induced index
changes in prism electrode geometries can be used to steer
spatial soliton beams without beam distortion or breakup.

FIG. 2. Experimental results showing the output beam profiles for the different launching cases shown in Fig. 1~a!. Case IV and V is for the same
launching condition as case I and II, respectively, but for a weak nonsoliton
beam.
Kang et al.

3p can lead to solitonic beam breakup and this aspect needs
to be addressed in future experiments.
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FIG. 3. Lateral shift of the beam relative to the input beam position as a
function of spatial overlap between the soliton beam and the linear wedge.
Solid dots and the dotted line represent the experimental and theoretical
results, respectively.

Since spatial solitons can guide other beams, i.e., signals,
they can in principle be used for electrically controlled, dynamically reconfigurable interconnects. However, our numerical studies have indicated that phase ramps greater than
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